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position to maintain its equilibrium and her own independence and safety. Sometimes it seems that the British have
successfully continued the game to the present day, for the
The intellectuals have seen from the start - indeed, they
vaunted balance of terror between the two "super-powers"
have seen it since before it was quite true -,- th~t who eo~- - the United States and the Soviet Union - has neu.tr~ltroIs nuclear weapons controls the world. As with theor.etIized, has nullified, the nuclear arsenals of both, Britain
cians generally, they have anticipated ev:e~ts of the pract~cal
being the nation more vulnerable than any other to nuclear
world but as with all correct theoreticians,
the practical
attack.
world' eventually catches up with theJ?-. The practical m~n
Be that as it may (and I do not think it is quite that
in the street can make no greater mistake than .to des~1lSe way), there exists in the world today an international
comtheoreticians in general, for sooner or later he WIll do Just
munity of intellectuals who specialize in the problem of arms
about what some of them predict.
. .
control, who understand perfectly well that whoever controls
The trouble is that there are so many theoreticians (not
nuclear weapons controls the world, and who understand
a high percentage of the total population, but still a large
also that if nuclear weapons are to be controlled there must
number absolutely),
and they do not by any means agree
be a balance of such weapons. To control nuclear arms there
with each other. Hence the practical man in the street has
'must be a nuclear stalemate. And if there is no nuclear staledifficulty in deciding which ones he sho~:tld look upon w~th mate, one must be invented.
awe, and which ones .he can .safely continue to reg~rd ,":Ith
Actually, no country has at any time even approximately
the contempt due all Impractical dreamers. By makmg .h~m- matched the United States in stockpiled nuclear hardware.
self the power behind the White House ~hrone~ ~heoretlclan
Hardware is useless, however, without the will to usc it. By
Henry Kissinger has show~ enoug~ practIca~ ability to create
simultaneously
propagandlzing
the horrors of nuclear wara serious demand. that hIS theone~ be senow~ly exammed.
fare and grossly exaggerating when not outright inventing
His special field IS arms control I~ the service of ~ ne~v the development of Soviet capability, the would-be-usurpers
international
order. ~t would be pomtless to .summanze hIS of world power have created a psychological nuclear staleviews in this field WIthout some standard. to Judge them by,
mate, which is the equivalent of a balance of nuclear forces,
and there~or~ I shall ~ry to set down bnefly a few fundawhich makes possible a kind of arms control, which amounts
mental principles relatmg to arms control.
to an incipient world government.
III

-"

All control of great forces depends on a balance of t~ose
It should be noted that in this game, in which the
forces, one against anothe.r, with the co_ntroller at t~e pivot
Hussians have joyously participated,
reaping often delicious
or center, where he can tip the scales either way Wlt~ comrewards of international
prestige by which I am sure they
paratively slight effort .. The. purpose may ?e to mamp~lat~
must often be greatly puzzled themselves, the Soviet Union
the balanced forces, as m ralsm~ ~nd lowermg a ~rawbndge,
is still. never allowed to outstrip the United States. It is
or it ma~ be to secure the p.oSltIon of the manipulator,
as always touch and go between the two: Now it would not be
when a ti~htrope walke.r carnes a pole. The gyroscope ~_ay --IDOrc_diflkulLto__t_cl_l_th£Ji_e that I}llsia has ten times as ~a~y
be the ultimate mechamcaf expressI~n ?f the use of l5alancerl
nuclear weapons as we have, than it is to tell thcTie tl1at
forces for control. In polities. the pr,I~clple has been referred
they have a tenth as many, or three-quarters
as many, or
to for centuries in the aphorism, Divide and rule.
wh~tever the current lie is. So if the media were dominated
"Balance of power" politics was from about 1700 the key by simplv pro-Soviet authors, one would think they would
to British influence in the world and safety at home. Amengo ahead and talk us into complete surrender,
as General
can diplomats who have taken up the phrase seem not to Forrest did Colonel Strcijrht. ("Don't feel too bad, Colonel.
'understand
(they seem not to, but maybe they do) that
It's not the first time a bluff has beat a straight.")
Britain in the years of her success never undertook to balan~e
That the Conspirators have not done this is probably bea_nyone against herself, but,. o.f cour~e, to balance pote~h.al
cause they have not tried to do it, and they have not tried
nvals of, or dangers to, Britain against e~ch other. Britain
probably because, Communists of some sort though they may
wanted a balance of power on the Continent,
later round
(continued on page 4)
the world, with Britain outside the balanced system, in a
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control, so that logistic moves on the scale reported by Paul "Scott are no longer relevant to the Czech internal situation.
He reports that NATO agents "tell of seeing thousands of
freight cars loaded with hundreds of tanks, artillery pieces,
and unperishable food stored on the-rail sidings under heavy
Soviet guard".
'Putting down' the Czechoslovak 'liberal' movement has
proved, as we anticipated, the best possible, c_ov~Jot:. these
logistic moves-c--a sure-fire winner with the world's 'liberal'
commentators. The original 'invasion', had it not stopped
within Czechoslovakia, was full of menace for the West. But
it did stop, and the partially aroused West could be put
back to sleep. But any further advance by Russian-controlled
forces can now be from bases and with supplies which only
a year ago were several hundred miles to the East. And if
ever Czechoslovakia were a 'buffer' zone, it has ceased to be
so: "With 300,000 Soviet troops now positioned in Czechoslovakia and East Germany, the Russians now have the most
formidable army poised on the borders of West Germanv
since the end of World War II" (Scott; emphasis added).
.

It is just a year since the Soviet 'invasion' of CzechoFrom a military point of view, the position of Europe
slovakia on a scale and with a precision out of all proportion is probably now irremediable. Anyone of a number of
to the alleged objective of the exercise. We have always re- possible, and even likely, pretexts may serve as the basis of
garded this operation as of the gravest strategic significance a threat of a Russian military invasion against which the
which, taken together with the concurrent establishment of a threat of nuclear retaliation is no longer credible (the credistrong Soviet naval presence in the Mediterranean, poses the bility depended on the existence of a buffer zone). Consethreat of checkmate to Western Christian civilisation and quently, what is left but an 'accommodation' between
Washington and Moscow to 'preserve peace' in Europe?
culture" .
-----.;SUc1rln:lreextent
of brain-washing these days that alreaOy
From the British point of view, the question is: to what
these events of 1968 seem like ancient history. But in recent extent has the Wilson Administration connived at all this
weeks there have been renewed reports of a further build, -even
contributed to it? It must be appreciated that the
up of Soviet naval strength in the Mediterranean and, more Wilson Administration is not a self-contained British Governominously to the point, renewed Soviet logistics mcves in ment, but an important operational unit of the Fabian ConCentral Europe.
spiracy", itself part of the International Finance-Communist
In an article published in Human Events, Aug. 16, 1969, Conspiracy to rule the world. It is just possible that a wellthe evidently reliable Paul Scott reports that: "Russia is prepared debate to expose this total situation in the House
stockpiling large amounts of military equipment and food of Commons might, by its repercussions throughout the
supplies at strategic points along its borders with Czecho- world, and particularly its effect on public opinion in the
U.S.A., frustrate the plot, though the prospects are a great
slovakia and East Germany ....
This massive concentration
of military supplies, apparently under way since mid-May, deal less encouraging than they were a year ago when this
penultimate strategy of conquest first became clearly visible.
has been placed under heavy Russian security guard."
But if the Conservatives think that by waiting for an elecUnder modern conditions of warfare, as Glubb Pasha has
pointed out, preparedness is the major consideration. Scott toral victory they can retrieve the situation, they will promakes the same point: "An important factor in modern war bably wake up in a concentration camp.
is that; long before it can be carried out in Europe, enormous preliminaries must be undertaken by any aggressor.
To judge by their qualifications outside politics, a number
"For example, it is necessary to position troops and sup- of Members of the British House of Commons must be preplies, install advanced command posts, build temporary air sumed to be of superior intelligence, so that their own alleged
fields, and tank repair facilities, as the Russians are now inability to understand, for example, 'economics' must spring
doing in Czechoslovakia-the
invasion route to the heart of from a reluctance to recognise the implications of quite
obvious facts of observation. It is quite beyond question that
Western Europe."
all
major industrialised countries are growing richer every
The 1968 'invasion' of Czechoslovakia was rapidly ac.
day,
if richness is defined as the ability to produce goods
cepted by the world news-commentators at the face value
put on it by the Russians. But events of recent weeks have and services with diminishing human effort. This is the
amply demonstrated that whatever may have been the posi- inescapable consequence of the continuous harnessing of
non-human energy to the purposes of production; it is a fact
tion in 1968, Czechoslovakia is now under firm Communist
that the introduction of one horse-power-hour of mechanical
energy can, under favourable circumstances, displace ten
"See The Moving Storm, pp. 130 if; The State of the World; also
Glubb Pasha: The Middle East Crisis; T.S.C. Oct. 19, 1968:

Czechoslovakia and the West.
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man-hours or, conversely, multiply production proportionateIy] , A visual demonstration of this fundamental fact is provided, for example, in the conversion of a war-ravaged
Germany
to a leading industrial
power in less than a
generation.
,.
Now CreatBntatn gave birth to the industrial revolution,
and since its inception has exported thousands of millions of
pounds worth of goods in excess of imports; if the production 'givenaway'
in the two world wars is included, the sum
amounts to hundreds of thousands of millions. Disregarding the
book-keeping
of these transactions,
they are a physical
measure of Britain's innate productivity-a
productivity
which was enhanced, not diminished,
by the wars. Quite
evidently, the fact that this immense productivity is not at
the service of the British people must be due to factors lying
outside the sphere of productivity; that is, they are political,
not economic, factors.
There are, in the main, two inducements
to production,
either individual or industrial:
the psychological-the
expression of the creative impulse-and
the financial. The
former leads to that continuous improvement of process with
its continuous
tendency to displace man-power; the latter
lies outside the sphere of production altogether-the
sphere
of book-keeping and law. It is clearly in this latter sphere
that the apparent failure of British productivity lies.
For a long time now, the British psychological inducement to production has been subordinated
to the terms on
which the financial inducement is made available which are
that exports must continuously
exceed imports, the difference being represented by the importation of money to buy
a proportion of total production for home consumption. And
the question which our hypothetically
above-average politicians seem reluctant to face is: Who imposes those terms?
In short, industry does not exist primarily to make a
financial profit; it exists primarily
to make goods more
readily available-that
is to say, with alesser expenditure of
human energy-to
the people who make them (not, of
course, 'the workers' exclusively, but the community with its
heritage of industrial 'know-how').
This basic objective has
been overlaid and distorted by political objectives, for the
most part with internationalist
origins. The results are what
we see: a prosperous defeated Germany and Japan, and a
victorious 'sick' Britain. Mismanagement?
'VeJI, yes; deliberate mismanagement
for ulterior purposes. It is not a
change of management which is required, but a reversal of
policy; and this involves something quite literally equivalent
to a change of religious conviction:
Full Employment
and
practical Christianity
are incompatibles,
which is concisely
why the world is given over to Satanism.
tIf the len saved man-hours install another H.P.-hour,
accelerates.

the process

THE MIDDLE EAST CRISIS
A Personal Interpretation
By SIR JOHN GLUBS
Sir John Glubb (Glubb Pasha) reveals his expert knowledge of the Middle East and deals with Russia's role there.
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UNO'S Political And Security Affairs
A recent Parliamentary
answer indirectly confirms .again
the astonishing-and
many think, highly sinister-arrangement (elaborated at length in P.I.W. 31/68) whereby the
Soviet bloc always provides the UNO Under-SecretaryGeneral in the important
field of Political and Security
Council affairs.
The title of- the lob-has challged over the years, but the
list of those holding it reveals ten Soviet nationals and one
Yugoslav thus:
Assistant Secretary-General
for the Department of Security
Council Affairs
1946 Arkady Sobolcv, U.S.S.H.
1949 Constantin Zinchenko, U.S.S.R.
Assistant Secretary-General
for the Department
of Political and Security Council Affairs
1952 Constantin Zinchcnko, U.S.S.H.
1953 Ilya Tchernychev, U.S.S.R.
Under-Secretary
for the Department
of Political
Security Council Affairs
1955 Dragoslav Protitch, Yugoslavia
1958 Anatoly Dobrynin, U.S.S.R.
1960 George Arkadev, U.S.s.R.

1962
1963
1965

E. D. Kisclev, U.S.S.R.
Vladimir Suslov, U.S.S.n.
Alexei Ncstercnko, U.S.S.R.

Under-Secretary-General
for the Department
and Security Council Affairs
1968 Leonid Kutakov, U.S.S.R.
-s-Political

and

Lntclligcncc

Weekly

14/69 (April

of Political
-

10, 1969).

The Pyramid of Power
"If any genuine attempt is made to extract a useful lesson
from the history of human development,
the conclusion is
irresistible that the process is one long and, on the whole,
continuously
successful struggle to subdue environment
to
the end that individuality
may have the utmost freedom.
Now, by the operation, misunderstanding,
and misuse of our
financial and industrial system in its application to economics, we have created an economic position which is such a
formidable threat to the material existence of the individual
that he is obliged to subordinate every consideration
to an
effort to cope with it. Partly by education and partly by
what may be called instinct, it is increasingly understood
tlrar-rrrisdireetttl--eHet4-and
unsound distcibuting
arrangements, while operating to minister to the will-to-power, are
entirely responsible for the position in which we find ourselves.
'The practical issue at this time, therefore, is not at all
whether this condition is to continue . . . it is simply one
regarding the number of experiments,
all very probably involving great general discomfort, which we are to endure
until the inevitable rearrangement
in alignment with the
purpose of evolution is satisfactorily accomplished. And the
suppression
and perversion of the facts, on which alone
sound constructive
effort can be based, can have but one
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result-to
increase the number of these experiments and
the discomfort of the process."
-C. H. Douglas in "The Pyramid of Power"
from The English Review, 1919.

Mr. Kissinger

~trtR)t~xisting-

(continued

from page 1)

greup-in-the-Kremlin,

any more than any particular Administration in Washington,
to gain full control of the world. If there is a Henry Kissinger in Washington, and are any number of his counterparts
in the Kremlin, all that is part of the balance.
World government is not simply a dream of the future.
In its perfected form it is such a dream, but then every
perfected form is still unrealized. World government already
has some kind of approximation in the United Nations.
There are, however, closer approximations either unorganized, formally, or secretly organized, or perhaps just inconspicuously organized.
The Council on Foreign Relations itself is undoubtedly a
closer approximation to a world government than is the
United Nations. But of course the two do not work at cross
purposes. The U.N. itself is a creature of the C.F.R. and
related groups. And the world intellectual community which
generated the U.N., the C.F.R., the World Bank, the various
"private" international consortia, and the like has. always on
its mind a more perfect international order. To quote Pro---lft¤@ssol' Presidential Ad-visor=-Henry-Rissiilger himscl.f, m 'his
latest book, American Foreign Policy, "We must construct an
international order ... " (Page 49), and again, "The greatest
need of the contemporary international system is an agreed
concept of order ....
A new concept of international order
is essential .... " (Page 57).
Kissinger assumes that some kind of world order has previously existed, and exists now. But what we have had so
far is inadequate. "The international system which produced
stability for a century [the Nineteenth
Century] collapsed
under the impact of two world wars. The age of the superpowers [the United States and Soviet RUSSia], which temporarily replaced it, is nearing its end". (Page 2.) There you
have, by the way, a concept that is really IN this spring.
Arthur Schlesinger Jr. has an article in Harper's and that
incredible Marine Corps General, David Shoup, has one like
it in, the Atlantic, on "The End of the Age of the Superpowers". Schlesinger says, "The United States cannot resign
from the task of helping to build a rational world order".
This is the air these intellectuals breathe. (I don't know
what happened to General Shoup.) They have long thought
like this. Thirty-five years ago at a small Southern college I
had a student who was to enter an oratorical contest against
a representative of a much more famous institution, a contest sponsored by the Sons of the American Revolution.
"Tell you how to win", I told him. "Tell your audience that
the nations of the world should come together in a world
union just as the thirteen original states of our national union
came together in 1787". I knew nothing of any World
Federalist 'organization, had never seriously thought about
what I was saying. But I knew by intellectual osmosis what
the pervasive concepts of the mid-Twentieth Century were.
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My boy, a sophomore, did as I suggested, and easily defeated his opponent, a senior, who delivered an old-fashioned
Fourth-of-July oration, which he wrongly guessed the Sons
of the American Revolution would want to hear. I give you
my word there was not a Leftwinger-within earshot of the
country club where the contest was held. Neither my student
nor I had any motive except to win the contest, and the
S.A.R. members had no motive, I'm sure, except a vague
desire 10_ iliLSQJl@hing iu_tellig_en_tly~_virtuous.
-_Clill_it .the
Zeitgeist, a German word which an English dictionary says
means "the general intellectual, moral, and cultural state of
an era."
Now if we who comprised the intelligentsia of Dogpatch
U. thought like that in 1935, how do you expect Henry
Kissinger to think in 1969, who was born near storied
Nuremberg, left Germany at age fifteen under threat from
the new world order of Adolf Hitler, was schooled in Manhattan, trained in professional espionage work by the U.S.
Army, educated at Harvard, and adopted by the Council on
Foreign Relations? You expect a kid like that to walk into
the White House singing, "With a Bible on the table and
the flag upon the wall"?
Kissinger's concept of "limited war", which requires worldwide arms control in order to be realized, is inseparable from
the idea of "co-existence", which was a logical extension of
the doctrine of "containment" propounded by George Kenwan, and which since 1952 has been the main line of world
Communist policy. Today co-existence has been escalated to
detente (relaxation j~t relax apd inhale deeply, you
won't rerr-arfllng~en
the attack on Czechoslovakia",
writes Kissinger, "is likely to restore anxiety about Soviet
military aggression only temporarily". The age of the superpowers could very well be ended by their being merged into
a federation of the world administered by the international
intelligentsia. In anticipation of that day it might be prudent
for Conservatives to regard Henry Kissinger as a minister of
the shadow world government, now resident in the United
States as a control on the White House.
Yes, I'd call that a "would-be usurper".
(Concluded)

FABIAN FREEWAY
High Road to Socialism in the U.S.A.
By ROSE L. MARTIN
This most detailed and carefully documented account of
the origin, growth and present dimensions of the Fabian
Socialist conspiracy, with its now virtually total control of
the government administrations of both Britain and the
U.S.A., is probably the most important book ever written
showing how the present disastrous state of the world has
come about. Though long, it is easily read; and no one
who reads it could any lon~er misinterpret the current
world situation. Fabian Socialism now has nowhere to go
but to Communism.
Paper cover 19/K.R.P. Publications Ltd. 245 Cann Hall Road, London, El1.
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